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Abstract

Critical Chain project management methodologies have been used for the last ten years to
manage a wide range of projects. These methods, which apply Eli Goldratt's Theory of
Constraints, have demonstrated the ability to complete projects faster and with greater
predictability. While the focus of Critical Chain has been on projects of a finite duration, such as
product development efforts, the application of these techniques in a more continuous,
manufacturing setting can also bring about the same benefits of decreased time and increased
predictability.

In a customized product environment, where each product is a unique project, scheduling
production requires more than the creation of a schedule and the management of manufacturing
resources. Information must be created and managed from the moment a project is initiated
through its implementation. It is the proper management of the essential project details across
functions: materials, labor activities, and their timing, that enables faster project lead times and
lower overall costs.

ABB Raffin Electric's labor and material costs were 15% higher than expected for 2008
due to cost and schedule slippage. This thesis shows how a process for managing project
information could have recovered 75% of the lost costs through the proper management of
materials and labor activities.

Costs and activity durations were estimated using a tool that combined small, common
groups of materials and labor activities into complex assemblies. These assemblies were then
translated into a set of common instructions for execution. A Critical Chain production schedule
managed the execution of these work instructions and balanced resources among all active
projects. Finally, a process for feeding back information from finished projects enabled more
accurate future estimates.

Thesis supervisors:
Stephen Graves, Professor, Sloan School of Management
Oliver de Weck, Associate Professor, Department of Aeronautics and

Astronautics and Engineering Systems Division
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1 Introduction

The Athabasca Oil Sands in Northern Alberta IORTHWESTTERRITO~IES

contain the second largest proven petroleum reserves in the

world (behind only Saudi Arabia). With high oil prices and

increasing demand, production in this region has taken off

and is expected to increase three fold, to three million
ALBERTA

barrels a day, in the next seven years [Alberta Department

of Energy 2005].

ABB Raffin Electric supplies equipment to .

companies working in the oil sands; as oil production

increases so too does the demand for ABB's products.

Keeping up with demand and delivering products on time Figure 1 - Location of Alberta's
Athabasca Oil Sands

and within budget is now more important than ever as

ABB looks to take advantage of the growth in Alberta's energy sector.

1.1 Company Background

Raffin Electric was founded in 1954 in Calgary, Alberta as an electrical contractor. In

1964 Raffin started manufacturing custom electrical equipment and became a leader in

engineered-to-order movable power distribution substations, which are primarily used in harsh

outdoor environments (Figure 3). These substations provide electric power to large equipment,

such as mining shovels (as shown in Figure 2).



Figure 2 - Electric Mining Shovel

Figure 3 - Power Distribution Substation

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utilities and industrial

customers to improve their performance while lowering energy consumption and environmental



impact. ABB acquired Raffin Electric in 2006 to increase its positions in Western Canada and in

the oil and gas sector.

ABB Raffin Electric currently operates two distinct businesses. The first is commonly

referred to as the manufacturing business and involves the creation of movable power distribution

substations. These power distribution substations follow large equipment and operate in harsh

environments. Substations include a transformer, circuit breaker and electrical equipment and take

electricity from the grid to power large equipment. The enclosure for the electrical switchgear is

made from heavy gauge sheet metal to withstand boulders and other hazards in a mining

environment. ABB Raffin Electric manufactures most of the structural elements for these

substations and assembles all made and purchased components.

The second of ABB Raffin Electric's businesses is referred to as the contracting business

and involves the creation of less-movable buildings that enclosure electric equipment. For these

products ABB Raffin Electric does not manufacture any components and instead acts as a system

integrator and assembler. These building are used in a variety of situations to provide power and

control to large industrial or mining equipment and processes.

2 Rationale for Project - Problems

Focusing on improving the production scheduling process will increase ABB Raffin's on

time delivery percentage of portable power distribution substations. Improved scheduling should

also lead to:

* Increased factory flow

* Decreased work in progress (WIP)

* Reduced rework

* Better understanding of key schedule drivers



In addition to better scheduling methods, creating a robust process around scheduling will

increase visibility, ensuring that all departments have the information needed to move projects

along swiftly and efficiently.

2.1 On time delivery

In 2007 ABB Raffin Electric delivered about 45% of its products on or before the required

date:

Distribution of Ship Dates - 2007
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Figure 4 - ABB On Time Delivery 2007

The distribution of ship dates shows approximately 10% of orders shipping early, 35% of

order shipping on time, and the balance late. The latest shipment is more than 90 days late. The

distribution of shipment days late follows a standard beta distribution, which often characterizes

the distribution of task durations in project management. Fitting the best alpha and beta

parameters to the data yields the following function: 3(6.79, 13.65) to describe the distribution of

shipment times.
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Figure 5 - Beta Distribution Fit of On Time Delivery Results for 2007

Causes for delays are attributed to a variety of reasons, internally and externally.

Overloading of resources or rework causes internal delays, while external delays are caused by

problems getting timely information or materials from customers and suppliers. For all of the

shipments that were delayed in 2007, one or more sources of delays were identified. The results

are shown in Figure 6.

.~. ...... -~ I._.... . i it .. ___~1--1~~-~1~1-~11~~- .1-



Sources of Delays - 2007
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Figure 6 - Sources of Delays in 2007

Material issues, not having the appropriate materials on time, cause the most schedule

delays. Each project requires many different materials, most of which are not stocked. Having the

correct materials delivered on time is further complicated by late changes in the design. These

changes may be attributed to customer changes as well as internal design modifications.

Engineering rework may also have schedule delays apart from impacting materials procurement.

A late design change may require work already completed to be redone or reworked, which is not

accounted for in the initial schedule. One of the biggest sources of engineering rework is a failure

to adequately specify all relevant information on a drawing. Figure 7 shows two features where a

notch was cut into the metal to provide clearance for the superstructure (house). This detail was

never provided on a drawing; fortunately in this case the deficiency was caught before this part

was painted and rework was minimal. Engineering rework may also delay the start of

manufacturing, pushing out the expected ship date.



Figure 7 - Example of Engineering Rework

Manufacturing rework entails incorrect work (i.e. incorrect implementation of a design)

that must be rectified at a later time. It may be due to incorrectly reading a drawing, missing items

on a drawing, performing work out of sequence or creating parts that are out of tolerance.

Customer changes cause delays when information needed from the customer is not present when

work must be performed. In many of these instances the customer will accept late delivery

without issue because they accept their culpability in schedule slippage. This is still a problem as

a delayed project impacts all subsequent projects. Testing often highlights engineering rework and

manufacturing rework, but Testing problems involve time overruns associated with various forms

of testing that occur just before projects ship. Some of the testing that is performed requires either

the presence of the customer or the services of third-party testers. It can often be difficult to

schedule these resources at short notice and is therefore a cause of slippage. The final issue that

leads to schedule delays is manpower issues or not having the proper resources available. In some

cases there are only one or two people who can operate certain equipment, if they are unavailable

work piles up until they are available again.



2.2 Labor Slippage

One of the key costs in creating a power distribution substation is direct labor. In order to

maintain profit margins labor costs must be held as close to estimates as possible. Because of the

variable nature of each project, the potential rework that must be done, and conflicts with other

projects, labor costs vary greatly. Variations in labor costs can erode profit margins or cause

marketing to overestimate labor, leading to failed bids.

Difference Between Actual and Planned Labor
5000

4000
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i Planned Labor
I 2000

Actual Labor

J 1000
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Figure 8 - Labor Slippage

Figure 8 shows the difference between actual labor, measured once a project has been

completed, and estimated labor, determined before a project starts. In the figure each bar

measures the average labor hours for a project of a certain size, measured in dollars of revenue.

Since late 2006, when ABB acquired Raffin Electric, there were a total of twenty-five project in

the $20k-$100k range, six in $100k-$400k range, five in the $400k-$700k range and six projects

greater than $700k. For each of the project sizes the average quantity of actual labor is higher than

estimated. For projects between $20,000 CAD and $700,000 CAD the average actual labor



amount is about 10% higher than estimated. For projects above $700,000 CAD, the actual labor is

almost 20% higher than estimated. Furthermore, the coefficient of variation (c = o / [t: where o is

the standard deviation of the differences between the estimated and actual labor hours and [ is the

mean actual labor hours) is quite high. This high coefficient of variation means any given

estimate may differ significantly from the actual labor hours.

Average Average Mean Mean Standard Coefficient

Project Size Planned Actual Difference Difference (%) Deviation of Variation

$20k-$100k 267 312 45 15% 117 37%

$100k-$400k 940 1121 180 16% 381 34%

$400k-$700k 2204 2459 255 10% 1064 43%

>$700k 3630 4731 1102 23% 940 20%

Table 1 - Summary of Labor Slippage

A high coefficient of variance is a problem because it means that high bids are more likely

not won, while low bids will be won but result in ABB losing money. The fact that the average

estimated cost is lower than the average actual cost may be explained by these dynamics. If this is

the case then the best way to decrease the difference between the estimated and actual costs is to

decrease the variance between bids (increase the accuracy). Simply adding a "cushion" of extra

hours to each bid will not significantly reduce the average difference between estimated and

actual hours but will instead result in more overbids that are rejected by customers.

2.3 Rework

One of the major causes of labor slippage is rework. In order to get a better idea of the

sources of rework, and help point to ways in which rework can be avoided, ABB started tracking



rework through the use of "Snag" sheets. Each time a worker encounters a rework situation the

root cause of that work must be identified. The following graph shows the root causes of rework

for projects in which Snag sheets have been filled out.

Snag Sheet Summary
12

10

8

Engineering (Design Engineering (Wrong
problem) material specified)

Engineering
(Incorrect

information
provided)

Engineering (Not Production Rework
enough information (Metal)

provided)

Figure 9 - Causes of Shop Rework

The number one source of rework over this time period was engineering design problems.

These problems indicated the designs given to the shop were deficient in some way. This differs

from the third most common source of rework (incorrect information provided), which includes

documentation errors, such as a BOM that doesn't match an assembly on a drawing. For example,

holes in two mating pieces might not line up, causing new parts to be fabricated. Most of the

problems identified stemmed from mistakes originating in engineering, as opposed to those made

by workers in the shop. These results indicate that better alignment between engineering and

_ I_ ___II I



manufacturing is needed, especially because many of these rework scenarios have, or have the

potential, to show up again in future projects due to the reuse of many designs. Standardizing

processes and designs and getting quicker feedback between manufacturing and engineering will

better align design and implementation.

3 Observation of Issues

Section 2 identifies the two key metrics that will be targeted for improvement. The reasons

behind schedule and labor slippage are detailed in this section.

3.1 Process Map - Information Flows

iv Marketing
Receive RFQ from customer

E 0 g- o

7 s.,i,

Estimae Labo

Figure 10 - Process Map for Creation of ABB's Products

Figure 10 details how information flows for a project from initial request for quote

through execution. Marketing receives a request for quote from the customer; the request for

===a



quote usually contains technical information and requirements, a list of all major equipment and a

general layout of all items. Marketing submits this information to the estimation department,

which is responsible for determining material and labor costs. This estimate provides the basis for

a marketing proposal, which is then submitted to the customer. After some negotiation on price

and terms of delivery, the customer will issue a purchase order. Once the purchase order has been

received, the information from estimation is used to give production the ability to start planning,

purchasing the ability to order major equipment, and engineering the initial material list and

technical requirements to start detailed design.

Once engineering has created detailed designs, the balance of materials is ordered and

drawings are grouped into work packages to be used in production. Production starts when all the

information and materials arrive and the schedule dictates. When the project is finished,

information from the execution is fed back to the estimating department to improve the accuracy

of future bids.

3.2 Identification of problems

In general the process and the flow of information are properly designed. The source of

problems arrives from the failed transfer of information. Information that is generated in

estimation is not necessarily useful to production in scheduling future work; the transfer of

drawings from engineering to production happens piecemeal; feedback from production is not

formalized. Each step along the process and each project should enable the organization to do

work more easily in the future; however, the current system does not allow this. The following

reasons explain the shortcomings:



3.2.1 Estimation

Problems with labor slippage and schedule delivery start with the initial estimate. The

estimate determines what revenue will be generated and sets the baseline upon which the rest of

the project is measured. If the estimate is low, production will likely overrun costs and be unable

to deliver on time. If the estimate is high, ABB may lose the bid or production will allocate scarce

resources that end up being underutilized. Estimation inaccuracy is due to a lack of defined

standards for different products, no formal process for incorporating historical data, accounting

for escalation of labor rates and material costs and completeness of estimates.

3.2.2 Incomplete Planning

Incomplete planning involves a miscommunication between departments that prevents one

department from beginning work when needed. For example, the purchasing department is often

given a list of parts to buy that are needed before it is possible to have them delivered. Instead, if

the purchasing department has an initial Bill of Materials for a project, they can determine what

materials need to be ordered at what times based on lead times for those materials. This

information helps dictate to engineering when an official BOM is needed. Likewise,

manufacturing needs to allocate resources and does so with an expectation that engineering will

complete relevant drawings at a certain point in time. Often there is a disconnect in this process

and manufacturing starts work without a complete set of drawings or has to delay starting because

information is not present.

3.2.3 Efficiency

The most apparent limitation in the current process is the failure to adequately translate

information from one department to another. This causes problems with efficiency because



information is either duplicated or lost. One such problem is the translation of labor estimates

from estimation to execution. The labor hours that are quoted to a customer should completely

encapsulate the labor required to complete a project; therefore, the people who execute the job

(project managers, engineers, foremen, etc.) should use the quoted labor hours to control their

own efforts. The labor hours that are estimated, however, are not broken down in such a way that

it is easy for the departments to monitor and control direct labor. Instead, manufacturing creates a

new estimate (which does not necessarily contain the same number of labor hours as the original

estimate) and duplicates the process of estimating labor hours. The following shows how

estimation would break down a project:

Figure I I - Past Estimation Breakdown of Substation



This breakdown is not detailed enough for production to use directly in setting its

schedule and controlling activity on the manufacturing floor. For example, the machining activity

consists of several different machining operations: shearing, punching, and bending (forming).

Likewise, the building consists of many different components, each of which may follow different

paths through the manufacturing process. Lumping activities and components in this fashion

prevents detailed labor control during production.

Other forms of inefficiency include the lack of design and production standards for

components that are similar and a lack of design optimization. ABB Raffin has always prided

itself on high-quality custom products. While each project is custom, the vast majority of the

components that make up the project are standard. Instead of identifying, creating, and keeping

these standard components, they are recreated for each project. Standard items should be

estimated and designed once. Likewise, the makeup of engineering work packages and the

process for making and assembling components in the manufacturing setting is defined anew for

each project. Similar projects should follow the same manufacturing process.

3.2.4 Supervision

There are many different pieces of information that can be used to control progress of the

projects as they move throughout the production. The production manager must monitor schedule

progress, the foremen must control the amount of labor expended on each task, and procurement

must ensure workers don't run out of screws. Also, estimation must track the accuracy of

estimates and marketing needs to monitor the hit rate on customer RFQ's. Each of these activities

requires good information and proper feedback, much of which does not currently exist.



3.3 Impact on the Organization

The problems associated with the process limitations impact the organization's ability to

deliver products on time and within budget. These impacts manifest themselves in a variety of

ways. The most obvious effect of these shortcomings is an increase in costs, which decrease

ABB's margins. For 2008, ABB Raffin Electric received revenue of $46,870,000 CAD. In the

manufacturing part of the business, direct labor was $1,708,800 CAD greater than estimated and

in the contracting part of the business, direct labor was $4,521,900 CAD greater than estimated.

These differences account for 13% of total revenues and are primarily responsible for the negative

gross margin received in 2008. The following table shows the complete breakdown of costs.

% of
TotalTotal Total Cost Cost Slippage
Labor Total CostsLabor Slippage ($) (%)
Hours Hours

Manufacturing 33,788 10.74% $2,365,167 $263,716 11%

Assembly & Wiring(swgr) 24,448 7.77% $1,589,148 $480,876 30%

Union Labor 202,027 64.25% $13,131,744 $4,596,110 35%

Engineering Labor 24,577 7.82% $2,457,657 $1,105,945 45%

Documentation Labor 11,656 3.71% $524,522 $(519,277) -99%

Project Management Labor 17,963 5.71% $2,065,760 $303,460 15%

Total labor 314,459 100.00% $22,134,000 $6,230,831 28%

Materials $26,365,000 $1,239,155 5%

Total $48,499,000 $7,469,986 15%

Table 2 - Financial Impact of Labor and Material Slippage

Table 2 shows that more than $7 million CAD was "lost" due to the problems mentioned

above. Labor was the biggest contributor to cost slippage and every department underestimated

their time except for Documentation. The following table breaks down the total cost slippage

from Table 2 into the four different areas detailed in Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 and attempts to

quantify the contribution of each problem to the total amount of cost overruns. For each category



of slippage, causes are identified and their impact on the overall amount of slippage is estimated.

The values that were estimated are based mostly on interviews with different members of the

engineering, production and estimation departments. The overall impact in dollars is meant to

quantify roughly where different opportunities for improvement exist.

Causes of Slippage Impact
% Total Slippage % Category $

Estimation 10% 100% $746,999
Statistics / historical data 5% 50% $373,499
Standard methodology 1% 10% $74,700
Completeness of cost estimate 2.5% 25% $186,750
Estimating for future 1% 10% $74,700
Commercial Conditions (cost escalation) 0.5% 5% $37,350
Incomplete Planning 30% 100% $2,240,996
Resource aren't available when needed 6% 20% $448,199
Material aren't available when needed 12% 40% $896,398
Information isn't available when needed 12% 40% $896,398
Efftciency 34% 100% $22499
Process constraints (Red tape) 6% 20% $448,199
Information flow / Coord. across functions 6% 20% $448,199
Design standards and optimization 9% 30% $672,299
Production standards 9% 30% $672_299

Table 3 - Potential Impact of Project Improvements

The results of this analysis show that no single problem that contributes the most to

overall cost slippage; instead, many of the causes are due to poor coordination or lack of

information. Therefore, solutions must be able to address many of the different causes of slippage

simultaneously and must promote better communication.



4 Overall Project Approach

Section 3 details the problems ABB faces and the financial impact of those problems. The

following section details which of the identified problems will be addressed and what impact

solutions will have on ABB. The solution presented can be broken down into four pieces. Figure

12 gives an overview of the different solution components.

First, labor hours required to make a product must be estimated; then these estimated tasks

are used to build a master production schedule. The master schedule will be used to directly guide

direct daily work on the shop floor. Finally, status from execution will be used to improve the

accuracy of future estimates.

Figure 12 - Project Approach Outline

These four pieces address the causes of cost slippage because they correspond to the key

places in the process, as defined in Figure 10, where information is created. The translation of

information from one department or context to another is as important as the generation of the

information in the first place.

4.1 Estimate Work Required - Overview

The beginning of every project lies in estimating the material and labor costs. Accurate

estimates not only determine whether ABB wins bids, but also lays down the budget for all

subsequent project activities. The production department has to commit to manufacturing the



project within the number of hours allocated by the estimator. Getting these estimates right not

only increases the likelihood that ABB wins bids and makes a profit from each successful bid, but

enables ABB to monitor and control projects through execution.

4.2 Create Overall Production Schedule - Overview

The overall production schedule provides control for direct labor costs and allows the

projects to be delivered on time. The schedule needs as an input the estimate of labor activities;

this link is crucial and must be carefully designed so that the estimated labor activities have

meaning to both the estimator and scheduler.

4.3 Translate Production Schedule to Shop - Overview

The overall production schedule is used to plan all active projects, which results in a total

plan duration of more than a year; the tasks that make up this plan consist of days and weeks of

labor. The activities outlined in the overall project plan need to be connected to the daily, even

hourly, activities of workers in the shop. In addition to setting daily priorities, shop workers need

access to the work packages created by engineering. The work contained in each of these

packages from engineering should align with the schedule tasks from the overall schedule. The

translation of the high level schedule to individual work assignments ensures that scheduling

priorities are realized by the reordering of daily tasks and that as progress is made each day, the

impact on the overall schedule can be determined.

4.4 Feedback Shop Information to New Estimates - Overview

Once a project has been completed, the actual performance (cost and schedule) should be

compared against the planned performance. This feedback will identify problems with the initial



estimate, process shortcomings or lack of control. In each case this feedback will help enable

better future performance.

The following table shows which pieces in Figure 12 address each cause of slippage in

Table 3.

Solution
Causes of Slippage Estimate Production Project

Work Schedule Shop Schedule Feedback
Estimation .. _.

Statistics I/ historical data /
Standard methodology / / / /
Completeness of cost estimate / / / /
Estimating for future / /
Commercial Conditions (cost escalation) /
Incomplete Planning
Resource aren't available when needed / /
Material aren't available when needed / /
Information isn't available when needed / /

Process constraints (Red tape) /
Information flow / Coord. across functions / / / /
Design standards and optimization
Production standards / J J

Table 4 - Causes of Slippage that will be addressed

The only area not addressed at all is design standardization and optimization. This aspect

of cost slippage should be addressed but is outside the scope of this project. Figure 13 shows how

the benefits will impact each part of the production process.



Figure 13 - Process Improvements

The overall process from Figure 10 will be largely unchanged. Instead, changes will focus

on some of the functions and, just as importantly, on the links between functions. The process

changes enable the translation of information from one department to another.

5 Estimation of Work Required

ABB Raffin makes each product it sells by winning competitive bids from customers.

Bids are based on an estimate of the total labor and material costs plus a desired margin on top of

the estimated cost. Accurate estimates are necessary to prevent losing money on won bids or

bidding too high in the first place. Because ABB Raffin Electric makes a variety of standard



products that are customized to the needs of each customer and the customer's application, the

expected costs of future products can be largely based on the actual costs of previous similar

project. These products share many of the same elements and this commonality can be used to

compare costs. ABB's estimating approach had been a process that relied on the deep experience

of many employees who have spent years with the company and can recall many important details

from previous estimates; capturing the knowledge of these employees before they retire is crucial.

Because the estimating approach is different for each new estimate, and among the different

estimators, the estimates are not consistent in their detail and breakdown. Sometimes details are

missed, resulting in lower estimates than are reasonable.

Improving the accuracy of estimates is important, but equally important is using the

estimates to drive labor and material expenditures on each product. The estimate is not only a

commitment to the customer of the work being performed, but requires commitments from

departments executing the job that roles can be completed in a given amount of time. If the

production department is going to commit to holding labor hours to the estimate, the production

department needs to trust the accuracy of the estimate, something that did not currently exist.

Building in feedback from production is an important element of building confidence in the

system.

5.1 Overview of Estimation Tool

The new estimation tool consists of a database of Materials, a database of Labor Activities

and an interface that allows the estimator to combine materials and labor activities to create

project estimates. The interface will also allow the estimator to create reports that are used to

communicate with other parts of the organization; those details will be described in later sections.



Figure 14 - Estimation Tool Layout

5.2 Specification of Key Estimation Components

Because many of ABB Raffin Electric's products share common components, materials,

labor activities, etc., the process of estimation involves building up complex products from

simpler building blocks. Figure 15 shows the basic components that will be manipulated by the

estimation tool to create project estimates.

Figure 15 - Basic Estimation Components

The Assemblies that are created will be kept with the estimation interface and the

estimator will be able to select pre-defined assemblies or create new ones. The Assemblies



contain links to Materials in the Material Database, Labor Activities in the Labor Activity

Database or other Assemblies.

5.2.1 Materials

Materials consist of the raw physical parts that make up more complex products. Materials

may include raw materials such as sheet metal or powder paint, or may be more complex parts

that are purchased, such as circuit breakers and transformers. Materials information that must be

captured includes:

* Material Name

* Material Type

* Price

* Unit of Measure

* ABB Part Number

* Manufacturer

* Manufacturer's Part Number

Materials are organized in the database by material type, allowing them to be easier to find and

manage. Material Types consist of:

* Material Type Name

* Material Type Parent

Because a material type can have a parent, a hierarchy or material types can be created to better

organize materials.



5.2.2 Labor Activities

Labor Activities are the direct labor required to create the assembly. These activities are

uniquely defined by the relation between a physical component and the manipulation of that

component irrespective of the application. All Labor Activities consist of:

* Activity Name

* Labor Type

* Duration

* Unit of Measure

* Source of Activity Information

* Source Reference Number

Like Materials, Labor Activities are also linked to a labor type. This link simply defines the type

of work being done (or, often the person doing the work). Specifically Labor Types consist of a

Labor Type Name and a Labor Rate.

The labor types are

* Shearing - Cutting of sheet metal

* Punching - Shearing holes in sheet metal with punches and dies

* Bending - Shaping of sheet meal pieces by bending

* Welding - Joining of metal pieces by melting and fusing. In this context "Welding"

involves joining structural metal beams together

* Fabrication - In this context "Fabrication" is the welding of sheet metal pieces

* Painting - Application of dry powder coating to metal pieces

* Assembly - Joining together of two or more components



* Wiring - Running and terminating wires for control equipment (switchgear and control

panels)

* Electrical Contracting - Work performed by union electricians to provide power to

equipment

* Testing - Quality inspection of work performed

* Engineering - Work done by the engineering department

* Project Management - Project management labor

* Documentation - Work done by the documentation department

The individual Labor Activities are defined in such a way so that they are meaningful not

only from an estimation perspective, but also from a production one. Previous estimates would

contain only a lump sum for an entire part of the project, which was not detailed enough to be

useful for production. While the labor activities need to be detailed, it does not make sense to

make them so granular that they are not measurable on the shop floor.

5.2.3 Labor "Sub" Activities

The previous section detailed the types of labor activities, but there is a more fundamental

difference between labor activities performed by the union electricians. The labor activities that

can be completed by the union electricians are defined and estimated by the National Electrical

Contractors Association or NECA. For example, NECA determines the amount of labor required

to install a light switch under several different scenarios.



NECA MANUAL OF LABOR UNITS
2007 - 2008

Section 6 -Wiring Devices

Switches, General Use Toggle Switches
1-Poe 15 Amp 2000 200 3000........ C
1-Pole 20 Amp 25.00 31.25 37.50 C
1-Poe3Amp 30000 375 4500 C
2-Pole 15 Amp 30.00 37 50 45.00 C
2-Pole 20 Amp 35.00 43.75 52.50 C
2-Pole 30 Amp 4000 50.00 60.00 C

3-Way 15 Amp 3500 43 75 52-50 C
3-Way 20 Amp 40.00 50.00 60.00 C
3-Way 30 Amp 45.00 5625 67.50 C

This information is updated regularly and is widely used in the industry for estimating

electrical contracting labor. These activities are specified at a very detailed level and are unwieldy

to deal with directly (i.e. they are not measurable on the shop floor). In the example given in

Figure 16, it takes 20 hours to install one hundred 1-pole, 15 Amp light switches, or 12 minutes

per light switch. Because this time is too small to adequately track and control, a Labor Activity

may consist of one or more NECA sub activities. For the example above, a light switch, the Labor

Activity that would be created is "Install Lights" and would consists of the NECA "Sub"

activities of installing light fixtures, bulbs and switches.

5.2.4 Assemblies

Assemblies consist of any combinations of labor, materials and other assemblies.

Assemblies therefore can exist at different hierarchical levels and this feature is used to combine

low-level objects into the complex products that are being estimated. The inputs to an assembly

are a specification of the number of subassemblies or materials that exist in the assembly; these

inputs may come from different locations. Subassembly quantities may be specified if they do not



depend on any user inputs. For example, a certain length of conduit may always exist for a light

fixture assembly. If that is not the case, the user would have to specify the length of conduit used

for the light fixture. Labor Activities have as an input the number of assembly units the labor is

applied to. In defining a single assembly, all labor activities also exist for a single unit.

5.2.5 Special Assemblies

At a higher level of complexity, certain levels of assemblies have been given more

specific names. These assemblies, by convention, do not consist of any materials or labor, but

solely other assemblies.

Level of
Complexity

High Product Families

Products

Low

Figure 17 - Special Assemblies

5.2.5.1 Product Families

Product families are the basic, high level, types of products that ABB sells. Products

families are designated based on construction and usage. There are five different product families:



Skid Mounted Substation

A skid mounted substation (SMS)

provides power to other equipment

which would be used in a variety of

applications. The SMS has a

transformer, a structural base (skid),

switchgear to distribute power, a building, primary side isolation (for example a circuit

breaker), environmental control and control panels. In addition to these required

components, an SMS may also contain additional electrical equipment. In most instances,

an SMS is mobile and follows the equipment it provides power to.

Equipment Enclosure

An equipment enclosure is a control

building that feeds power and controls

outside equipment. An Equipment

Enclosure is mobile and is made for harsh

conditions. The Equipment Enclosure

contains a structural base (not necessarily a skid), a building, switchgear or other electrical

equipment.

Custom Switchgear

Custom switchgear (outdoor or indoor) is electrical equipment that controls the flow of

power to other components. It is designed to customer specifications for the application



and environment required (current limiting,

metering, VFD, etc.). Custom switchgear

consists of one or more cells and can be used

in isolation or combined with other

components, as a block, to create additional

products.
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E-House

An E house is a control building that feeds power and controls outside equipment. An E

House differs from an Equipment Enclosure in

that it is larger, not mobile and is not made for

harsh conditions. The E-House contains a

structural base (not necessarily a skid), a building,

switchgear or other electrical equipment.

Custom Electrical Equipment

This product family encompasses all other products ABB makes.

5.2.5.2 Products

Products define the specific projects that are designed and manufactured for ABB's

customers. These standard products fit within one of the five product families. Different products

are listed below.

bj



Product Family:

SMining Sub

Skid Mounted Substation

Pump S ub I ITra iler Sub I

Product Family: Equipment Enclosure

Mobile O/D Switching JunctionSwitch O
House Switchgear Cubicle BoxesHouse

Product Family: Custom Switchgear

SSwitchgear

Product Family: E-House

Motor Variable Enclosed
Control Frequency Switchgear Control
Center Drive

Product Family: Custom Electrical Equipment

Panels

Figure 18 - Product Listing

5.2.5.3 Blocks

Blocks are used to create every single product made at ABB Raffin Electric and are the

most basic high-level assemblies; much of the estimation system is built around blocks. Blocks

also have significance from an implementation perspective, which is discussed in subsequent

sections. The following shows how blocks are used to make up products.
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Figure 19 - Products Decomposed into Blocks

Structural Base

The structural base is a metal structure that supports all other blocks. It is generally

constructed with I beams, channels and other types of structural beams.

Building

The building is an enclosure that houses switchgear and electrical equipment. The building

consists of a building base and a shell constructed from sheet metal panels.

..........

NOW



Outdoor Enclosure

Like a building, an outdoor enclosure houses switchgear and electrical equipment. Instead

of being made from riveted panels, an outdoor enclosure is made from sheets that are

welded together.

Building Distribution

The function of building distribution is to transform the power to 120 volts and distribute

power to the building services and control equipment. Building distribution consists of the

service transformer, distribution panel, transfer switch, generator junction box and wiring

between these components.

Building Services

The primary function of the building service is to take power provided from building

distribution and run the lights, receptacles, heaters, HVAC, control and other electrical

equipment in the building or outdoor enclosure.

Environmental Control

Environmental Control regulates the temperature and humidity inside a

building/enclosure. This may consist of heaters, air conditioning units or vents along with

control and monitoring equipment and ducting/piping.

Primary Transformer

The primary transformer takes power from the electrical grid and steps down the voltage.

Power coming out of the transformer is used to drive other equipment. The primary

transformer may or may not include the neutral grounding resistor and its sensing

capabilities.

Primary Side Isolation



Primary side isolation serves to protect and switch the primary transformer. This is done

by using a disconnect switch, circuit breaker, fused cutout or a combination there of.

Power Cabling

Power cabling includes the cables and cable support system that carries electricity from

the primary side isolation equipment to the transformer, and from the transformer to

building distribution equipment or switchgear.

Control Cabling

Control cabling includes the cables and cable support system that carries control signals

from the switchgear or building distribution equipment to the transformer and primary

side isolation.

Grounding

Grounding provides a safe path for electricity to flow in case of an insulation failure.

Grounding includes providing a physical connection to the ground (system grounding) as

well as bonding, which ties all equipment to the system grounding point through copper

wires and cables.

Switchgear

Switchgear is electrical equipment that controls the flow of power to other components.

Switchgear consists of one or more cells and contains switching equipment, connection

points, protective equipment, busbar, glands, metering equipment and other equipment.

Control Panels

Control panels collect monitoring signals and produce output signals that control

equipment based on programmed logical schemes. Control panels consist of terminal

blocks, wiring and other control equipment.



Equipment

This block contains any additional equipment that must be installed as part of a job. Often

this equipment is purchased by the customer directly and then sent to ABB for installation.

Types of equipment include Variable Frequency Drives and Motor Control Centers.

5.3 Creating Assemblies

Each Block listed in section 5.2.5.3 was decomposed into its corresponding assemblies,

subassemblies, materials and labor activities. In total more than 900 assemblies were created. The

following table shows three assemblies and associated labor activities.

AssemblylMateriallLabor Activity

None
Labor

Install Wall Panels
Install Wall Liners
Caulk Walls

10ga Sheet Metal - Galv.
Dry Powder Paint
Gasket

Labor
Shear
Punch
Bend
Paint
Install gasketing

10ga Sheet Metal - Galv.
Dry Powder Paint
Gasket

Labor
Shear
Punch
Bend
Paint
Install Gasketing

Amount

18.2
4.5

10.1
14

119.89
5.01
4.00

2.7
1.4
0.7

11.7
0.8

14.0

119.89
5.01
4.00

2.7
1.6
0.7

11.7
0.8

UOM

ea

hours
hours
hours
ea

$ea
$
$hours

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
ea

$
$
$

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Table 5 - Example Assembly Breakdown

Equation Type

Quantity

Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Quantity

Material Cost
Material Cost
Material Cost

Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Quantity

Material Cost
Material Cost
Material Cost

Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours
Labor Hours!

Table 5 -Example 
Assembly 

Breakdown



The assembly "Wall" consists of two subassemblies, "Wall Panel" and "Wall Liner" as

well as labor activities associated with putting the wall together. The two subassemblies include

labor and material necessary to create the wall panels and wall liners.

5.4 Creating Estimates

For the most part, assemblies are predefined. Any product that has a building, for

example, is going to have walls. Furthermore, the design of the wall panels and wall liners is

consistent enough that any building is made up of the same wall panels and liners. What

differentiates buildings for different project though is the quantity of wall panels and liners that

exist. So all the estimator needs to do when creating an estimate for the building is specify the

number of wall panels and wall liners that exist for a "Wall" assembly. At a basic level, creating

an estimate simply involves selecting the quantities of each assembly.

One problem with this approach though is that with 900 assemblies this process ends up

being tedious; more problematically, it doesn't capture the dependencies of one assembly on

another. For example, there are always the same numbers of wall panels as wall liners in a

building. Furthermore, the number of wall panels and liners, roof panels and liners, roof trusses,

roof supports and wall supports are really all functions of the building perimeter. In order to

capture all of these quantity dependencies and higher-level inputs, a separate input section is

created for each block that boils down the selection of assemblies to the least amount of

information that is necessary to completely specify the quantity of all assemblies. Assembly

quantities are then based upon formulas that use those inputs. For the building, thirteen inputs are

all that is required to specify the 54 assemblies that exist.



Building Inputs
Building Length (ft) Roof Insulation?
Building Width (ft) Fire Walls?
Building Height (ft) Vapor Barrier?
Roof Rise (ft) Ice Rakes?
Number of doors Number of Partitions
Number of canopies Number of Pans
Wall Insulation?

Table 6 - Building Inputs

Material quantities are also based on formulas. For example, the quantity of sheet metal

used to make up the wall panels is based on the perimeter and height of the building. Labor

Activity quantities are determined by the quantity of the parent assembly. The Block "Building"

is somewhat unique in that only a few inputs can determine the quantities of many Assemblies.

The Block "Switchgear" differs from the building in that Assembly quantities are less dependent

on other Assembly quantities, resulting in a greater proportion of inputs to Assemblies.

5.5 Specification of Key Implementation Components

Section 0 details the necessary components that are manipulated in order to create and

estimate a product. After the estimate is complete however, that estimate needs to be transferred

to engineering and production in a way that aids implementation. There are several components

that assist in this task.

5.5.1 Work Breakdown Structure

The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a term used by ABB Raffin Electric to organize

work and materials in the ERP system so that they can be tracked and controlled through

execution. This term should not be confused with Work Breakdown Structure used in project

management task identification. The different WBS items are meant to capture work that is done



on different components of the products made at ABB. In terms of scope of work, WBS elements

and Blocks (defined in Section 5.2.5.3) are equivalent.

5.5.2 Traveler

A Traveler is a package of drawings, bill of materials

and task list that details a certain amount of work that will be

executed on the shop floor. Travelers are important because

they are the key form of communicating work required of

shop floor labor. They should also serve as a feedback

mechanism, indicating to the shop foremen and the

production manager the status of work progress. The word

"Traveler" is used because in practice this package of

information travels with raw materials as they move through Figure 20 - Traveler

the manufacturing environment (as in Figure 20). Travelers

have been used at ABB Raffin Electric previously as the main conduit of information between

engineering and production. The scope of work in a given Traveler was defined by engineering

and was done so in a way that aligned with engineering's organization of their drawings. The

problems with this way of defining work were that the Travelers weren't standardized, they didn't

align with how work should be done, and they weren't effectively used to provide feedback. For

example, one Traveler would contain a bunch of machining work for a wall panel as well as the

assembly of that wall panel into the finished building. From an engineering perspective the

assembly drawing of the wall panel installation and the piece part drawing of the individual wall

panels went together logically. But from a shop perspective these two types of work are very

different and happen at different times in the manufacturing process. The result is that many



Travelers were not finished until the building is assembled, meaning the travelers were not useful

in providing feedback into the progress of work in the shop.

The new Travelers that are created from the estimation tool contain work that can be

completed without interruption and is independent of external factors. This means that if a

Traveler is on the shop floor, work contained in the Traveler is actively being completed. This

allows the Traveler to serve as a method to schedule, measure and control manufacturing work.

All Travelers are linking to one, and only one, WBS element. This link therefore also implies that

Travelers are linked to a specific Block.

Creation of the Travelers will now occur during estimation and the content of individual

Travelers will be predefined. A Traveler contains a set of Labor Activities from Section 5.2.2 and

engineering drawings to accompany those Labor Activities. Additionally, engineering will put a

bill of materials for the entire traveler on the top-level drawing. The mapping of Labor Activities

from Assemblies to Travelers is the key method of translating estimates to execution commands.

5.6 System Architecture

Using all the elements defined above, a pictorial representation of the system is shown in

Figure 21. The system is just a series of assemblies, ordered in a hierarchy, with any associated

labor and materials. There are only two links between estimation and execution. The first is the

one-to-one correlation between Blocks and WBS Elements. The second is the placement of Labor

Activities in different Travelers. Note that there is not a direct link between Materials specified

during estimation and the Bill of Materials for a Traveler; this is due to the greater amount of

uncertainty in the final materials that are selected when engineering design is complete. It is the

responsibility of the engineering department to determine the BOM for each traveler.



Estimation Execution

Figure 21 - Translation between Estimation and Execution

5.7 Additional Components and Reports

Sections 5.1 through 5.6 have detailed the basic functions necessary to perform an

estimate. There are a couple of additional components to the tool that handle the distribution of

information to other functions, or the feedback of information from execution. Once the estimate

has been created, several reports are produced that transfer information to the appropriate

department. These reports are tailored to the needs of the department receiving each report. As the

project is executed and labor hours are consumed or materials are ordered, the information that is

generated can be used to ensure better estimates in the future.

I



Figure 22 - Complete Estimation Tool Layout

Figure 22 builds upon the basic layout of Figure 14 and includes additional components,

which are detailed in the following sections.

5.7.1 Material Price Updater

Should material attributes or material types change, the estimation data should reflect

these changes. This function allows users to manually update material attributes in the database

by providing a method to access and modify the existing data. In addition to manual changes in

database values, this function would also handle any updates that are generated outside of the

estimation tool. The main source of updates would be through SAP. All materials purchased at

ABB Raffin Electric are done so through SAP, which provides a wealth of information on current

material prices. Furthermore, the database structure contained in SAP is the same as is needed for

the estimation tool. In essence, the Material Database is a mirror of SAP's database with the



addition of materials that have been quoted, but not purchased. The Material Database will pull

information, including price updates, from SAP for all existing materials, but will also permit the

creation of new, temporary materials that have not been added to SAP.

5.7.2 Initial BOM

A completed estimate will list every anticipated material needed for the project at a fairly

detailed level. For example, an Assembly for a light fixture should include the light fixture itself

and subassemblies such as the light bulbs, wire, conduit, conduit mounting hardware, termination

hardware and even screws. The output of this component of the tool is a list of all materials

broken down by Block or WBS element. This list will provide engineering and purchasing the

ability to begin planning material needs. Long lead-time items (usually this means big-ticket

items that are themselves manufactured to the customers exact specifications) will need to be

ordered before engineering work is completed, while short lead-time items may also require some

planning. For example there are some items that are frequently out of stock and must be ordered

ahead of times. Other times ABB Raffin Electric may have unused items ordered to a previous job

sitting in stock that could be used. The initial BOM also gives purchasing, engineering and

production the ability to better understand the scope of the project and check the completeness of

final engineering drawings against the initial material estimation. By giving managers in

manufacturing and procurement information sooner, they have the ability to better schedule

material needs. While the focus of this thesis is primarily on manufacturing, long-lead items must

be reflected in the overall production schedule because of their ability to drive the start date of

many tasks. Further work should explore integrating the short-lead items as well.



5.7.3 List of Travelers

Section 5.5.2 detailed how Travelers are created. Once the estimate has been completed,

each of the Labor Activities and their durations are assigned to the appropriate Traveler. Because

the complete set of all Labor Activities have been assigned to a Traveler, for any given project

there are going to be several Travelers that have no work assigned to them. This component of the

estimation program simply picks out the Travelers with non-zero durations and, for each Block or

WBS element, lists the applicable Travelers with their associated Labor Activities and Labor

Activity duration. The List of Travelers is used by production to schedule and control shop

activity.

5.7.4 Full Cost Model

Marketing uses the Full Cost Model to create the final quote for the customer. The Full

Cost Model consists of the expected material and labor costs as well as additional overhead and

risk costs. Finally, Marketing can place an expected margin on the costs to get a final cost to the

customer. Alternately, marketing can enter the final quoted cost and this component will calculate

the expected margin. The Full Cost Model is entered in SAP to provide cost control during the

execution of each project. For each WBS element (Block), the cost of all Materials and each

Labor Activity is entered; as the project progresses, actual costs are entered alongside the

estimated costs providing a clear picture of where costs are, or are not, lining up. Previously, the

comparison of estimated and actual costs has been very difficult and prone to errors. In order to

hold managers and workers accountable to estimates, the labor costs need to be known at a high

level of detail. Section 5.7.5 will describe how greater accuracy in the calculation of actual labor

costs is achieved. This information should better enable all departments to focus in on the causes

of cost slippage.



5.7.5 Labor Activity Updater

As the previous section detailed, SAP will contain a list of the Labor Activities for each

WBS element or Block, the expected duration and, when the project has been completed, the

actual duration. The difference between actual and expected labor duration should be used to

update the database values of the Labor Activity durations for future projects. Labor Activities

were defined and created with the express purpose of being measurable on the shop floor, and one

of the reasons behind that rule was to allow for appropriate shop floor feedback.

The relationship between Labor Activity durations and Assembly quantities is often a

complex and non-linear one. For example the activity of shearing sheet metal to produce Wall

Panels (as outlined in Table 5) involves many activities: raw material is acquired from stock,

sheet metal is loaded onto the shear, each sheet must have its edges squared, each cut must be

measured and each finished part is cut and then deburred. Some of these steps involve a one-time

setup of the machine, other steps are performed on each raw sheet and finally some steps are

performed on each finished cut piece. Deducing the time to cut fourteen Wall Panels can therefore

be quite difficult and may not closely correspond to the time it takes to cut 36 Wall Panels, or the

time it takes to cut fourteen roof trusses. Because setup times are going to be somewhat

substantial it is expected that the duration for most Labor Activities will vary logarithmically with

the quantity of the corresponding Assemblies; as more parts are created, setup times will make up

a smaller amount of the total time.

The following graph shows the relationship between different Labor Activities associated

with the building and the square footage of a building, which is the closest way to determine

Assembly quantities.
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Figure 23 - Labor Durations for a Building Broken Down by Labor Activity

When a job is completed, a post-mortem should conclude the project. This is the first point

at which feedback from the project can inform and influence future behavior. Once the post-

mortem has been completed, the actual labor time consumed should be used to update Labor

Activities. The project manager or the estimator will cause the actual labor information to be

compared with the estimated in the same structure as was initially estimated. This interface should

allow the user to pull information out of SAP and input into the tool automatically. The tool will

match up the actual data to the estimate and the information that generated the estimate. The data

from this latest project will be added to data from previous projects and a new regression analysis

will find the best fit between labor durations per assembly and overall labor for each activity

being analyzed. The Labor Activity durations will be modified in the database based on each

regression so that the next estimate is more accurate.



5.7.5.1 Entering Data

Once the user has entered which project should be added to the regression analysis, the

tool should pull all traveler activities and their actual durations from SAP. The user should have

the ability to alter any modifications to the data that are appropriate. The user should take extreme

care when modifying any data, and this should only happen in the following circumstances:

* Scope difference between estimate and execution that was not adequately resolved with

change orders.

* Incorrect data (should be fixed in SAP too)

* "Once in a lifetime" event that should be discounted

The following are not legitimate reasons to exclude information

* Rework hours are large

* Machine downtime

* Series of normal events that added extra hours to activities

The user should also have the ability to remove data, especially older projects. Over time,

as the manufacturing process changes and improves, older data will become less and less relevant

and should be removed.

5.7.5.2 NECA Labor Sub Activities

NECA Labor Activities are not updated based on feedback from manufacturing. These

activities should already utilize feedback because they are updated by NECA based on data from

many different sources. Also, because NECA Sub Activities are defined at a level that is not

directly measurable, it is impossible to determine what value each activity should be changed to.



Because NECA Labor Activities are not directly measurable, however, does not mean that

feedback from implementation cannot be used. The execution of each Labor Activity can be

measured against the estimated value, providing more aggregate feedback on NECA Activities.

NECA Labor Activities are specified for three different working conditions: Normal,

Difficult and Very Difficult. Based on a worksheet that calculates the difficulty of working

conditions, work at ABB Raffin is "Difficult." The actual working conditions at Raffin are a bit

more ambiguous. As estimated labor is compared with actual, the tool should help determine how

difficult the working conditions are. This set of working conditions dictates the amount of labor

required for each NECA Activity. The tool should aggregate all NECA Activities for a job and

calculate a factor that should be applied to all NECA Labor Activities that would capture the

working conditions at ABB Raffin better than NECA's difficulty worksheet.

NECA Labor Activities include: material unloading, drawing study, layout, measuring and

marking the installation location, tool acquisition, material assembly and installation, cleanup and

normal nonproductive labor. There are other activities that are actually present that are not

accounted for. These include: supervising, hanger or fastener installation, welding or painting,

cutting holes and measurements or alignments that are more precise than industry standards.

Many of these activities are present at Raffin and are not accounted for.

5.7.5.3 Process for Updating NECA Labor Activites

Because NECA Labor Activities may not adequately account for the extra labor associated

with Raffin's particular working conditions, an extra factor is computed to estimate the

divergence between NECA's Labor Activities and ones that are more applicable to ABB Raffin.

This is a single factor that is computed for the entirety of all NECA Labor Activities. The tool

updates this value as follows:



* NECA Labor Activity estimates are totaled for a completed project

* Labor Activities that involve NECA Labor Activities are totaled

From Estimate From Execution
Labor Est. Duration Travelers Duration
NECA Activity 1 12 Labor Activity 1 17NECA Activity 2 3.5
NECA Activity 3 10
NECA Activity 2 11 Labor Activity 2 29
NECA Activity 4 4.5

TOTAL 41 TOTAL 46

* The tool adds these pieces of information to the regression database

Project Number Estimated Actual
1 100 106
2 57 63
3 40 36
5 76 77
6 45 55
9 41 46

* The NECA Labor factor is computed by picking the number that, when multiplied by the

estimated labor amount, is closest to the actual labor:

Min [(f . estimatei) - actuali ] 2

* For the data above the factor is calculated to be 1.0622 and the modified activity durations

would be:

Project Number Estimated Actual Est. with Factor
1 100 106 106.2
2 57 63 60.5
3 40 36 42.5
5 76 77 80.7
6 45 55 47.8
9 41 46 43.5

Factor 1.06218



5.7.5.4 Process for Updating Labor Activities

Each Labor Activity will be subject to regression and re-calculation for every job selected

for analysis. This analysis will fit the best possible curve to the relationship between assembly

quantity and labor duration per assembly. The tool will perform a regression of the labor activity

based on assembly quantity. An example is shown below:

* First, the tool pulls together the following data from the estimate and the completed job:

Labor Activity, Assembly Quantity (of corresponding Labor Activity), Labor Activity

Duration.

From Estimate From Execution
Labor Assembly Qty Travelers Duration
Sub Activity 1 10
Sub Activity 1 11
Sub Activity 1 14 Activity 1 129.5
Sub Activity 1 1
Sub Activity 1 4

Activity 2 9 Activity 2 50

* Next, the tool performs any required concatenation of the

grouped into a single Labor Activity.

data so that Sub Activities are

From Estimate From Execution
Labor Assembly Qty Travelers Duration

Activity 1 40 Activity 1 129.5

Activity 2 9 Activity 2 50

* The tool then adds that information to the previous jobs in the regression database

Labor Activity Project Number Assembly Qty Duration
1 10 50
2 30 130

Activity 1 3 22 115.7
5 50 150
6 45 145
9 40 129.5



1 4 40

2 13 57
3 22 65

Activity 2 5 17 60

6 12 45

9 9 50

* The tool performs a series of regressions on the data (linear, exponential, quadratic, etc)

and picks the regression that fits the data best (highest R squared value). The best-fit

equation is then entered in the database and used for subsequent projects.

Figure 24 - Regression Analysis Performed on Two Labor Activities

* For the next estimate the equation in the database will be used to determine the duration of

each activity. For example a new project includes an assembly quantity of 35 and contains

Activity 1. The duration is equal to 58.992 * ln(35) - 78.598, which is equal to 131.14

minutes.
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6 Application of Critical Chain into Production Scheduling

The previous section showed how to obtain the most important part of the production

schedule: a list of Labor Activities, or tasks, and their durations. This section will detail how these

tasks go together and how their order can be optimized to create the best possible schedule.

6.1 Why Critical Chain?

Section 5 describes the effort that is made to accurately determine the average length of a

task (or Travelers and Labor Activities). Variations in the Labor Activity duration are ignored as

the regression picks one value for each material quantity. Finding the average duration for a

Labor Activity is important for generating a quote because it is the best estimate of what the

actual cost will be. The random variation in Labor Activity durations is not very helpful because

that information does not change what ABB believes is the most accurate costs. While the

variation of a Labor Activity is not important from an estimation perspective, it is very important

in creating and managing a schedule.

One of the big frustrations for the shop foremen has been that they don't have the parts

they need or the drawings they need when their workers are ready to do work. Because the

successful completion of projects requires thousands of materials and pieces of information to

come together at the right time, delays in any single material or piece of information can delay the

entire project. With so many different materials that are ordered directly for a single project, given

a normal probability distribution, it is almost a certainty that key materials will be delayed.

Variation in task durations can cause havoc for a schedule; dealing with this uncertainty is what

Critical Chain was designed to do.



6.1.1 Overview of Critical Chain

Eliyahu Goldratt revolutionized manufacturing through his Theory of Constraints

principles initially outlined in The Goal. The concepts that help manage variation and lead to

increased throughput can be applied to a project as well as a production line. The main focus of

Critical Chain is dealing with variation in task durations. In typical CPM (Critical Path Method)

project management, task durations are considered deterministic instead of stochastic. While there

is inherent variation in tasks that must dealt with, the method of scheduling can also introduce its

own variations. There are three main ways in which the act of scheduling can itself lead to greater

task variation: procrastination, multitasking and passing on of delays.

Perhaps the most understood of the three time wasters is procrastination. Indeed it is this

understanding that leads to the assumption that tasks should start as early as possible. Generally,

when given an assignment, we may start immediately, but we will wait until the last minute to

complete the bulk of the work. One big problem is that as Figure 25 shows, we may

underestimate the work involved and miss our deadline.

Effort
Level

initial reality
scoping hits i

Task Scheduled, Task Scheduled
Available Start Date Completion Date Time

Figure 25 - Procrastination or Student's Syndrome [Jacobs 1997]



The second way in which time is wasted is by multitasking. While there is also an effect

of reduced efficiency due to multitasking, there is a more concrete way in which multitasking

leads to longer projects. Take a simple project with three tasks that are all independent of each

other:* U
Figure 26 - Multitasking-Three Tasks

One possible way to execute these tasks is to do so in sequential order. Do Task A this

week, Task B next week and Task C the week after.

,1 week
,2 weeks

Figure 27 - Multitasking - Tasks Executed in Sequence

By executing the tasks in sequence the average lead-time of all tasks is two weeks.

Another way of executing the tasks is to work on all of them simultaneously, or nearly

simultaneously. In the example below, half of a task is finished before moving to the next task.

.. 2 weeks
1 2.5 weeks

Figure 28 - Multitasking - Task Executed with Multitasking
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When multitasking is used the average lead-time of all tasks is now 2.5 weeks, instead of

two, even though the total amount of work remained constant. Task A, which was finished in one

week without multitasking, is now finished in two weeks. As the level of multitasking increases

the average lead-time will approach three weeks.

The final way in which task durations are increased is through the effect of passing delays

along to subsequent tasks. In this scenario any delays to a task can cause all subsequent tasks to

be late, but any time saved from a task being completed early is not passed on to future tasks.

Imagine four tasks where three of the tasks, A, B and C are executed in parallel and all must be

completed for Task D to start. In the example below the entire lead-time for this project is two

weeks (one week for tasks A, B and C and one week for D).

Task D -1 week

- Lead Time: 2 Weeks

Figure 29 - Delays Passed On - Initial Schedule

Because task durations are not deterministic, some tasks will be longer or shorter than

estimated. In the example below the overall work is the same (four man-weeks), but the lead-time

has been lengthened because the longer task durations are passed on to subsequent tasks while

shorter durations aren't.



Task D - 1 week

Lead Time: 3 Weeks

Figure 30 - Delays Passed On - Variation in Task Durations

As the second method of time wasting described, some tasks take longer, some take

shorter than planned thanks to chance and external factors. Dealing with stochastic task durations

presents one of the most challenging aspects of project management [Leach 2005].

The following example shows the probability of finishing a task within a certain amount

of time. Picking task durations depends not only on understanding the distribution of possible

outcomes, but also picking a point on the curve that corresponds to a certain confidence level. In

traditional CPM project management, a task duration that corresponds with point C would

typically be chosen [Goldratt 1997]. The point of picking a conservative estimate is to protect the

project from task overruns. This logic is flawed however because of the three methods of wasting

time described earlier. Instead of finishing 95% of all tasks before point C, the student syndrome

causes tasks to finish much closer, or even after, point C. Delays are passed on while gains are

not, further causing the project to slip. Instead of protecting individual tasks, the entire project



should instead be protected

Probability of Task Duration Time

A B C

Possibly one can meet this Even with a major
"Rare Success" time, even with some surprises, disaster this time
-Don't count on it. 50% of the outcomes are less than is highly achievable,

this, 50% are greater. and is commonly
used.

Figure 31 - Distribution of Possible Task Duration Outcomes [Jacobs 19971

Picking the highly achievable time protects the task from unforeseen problems but at the

expense of the overall project. Instead of placing a buffer on each task, which is subsequently

wasted through the methods of wasting time, the buffer should instead protect the entire project. It

is not important that any single task, or the highest number of tasks, be finished on time; instead,

having the last task of the project finish on time is what will ensure on-time delivery of the

project.

Figure 32 - Two Ways for Structuring Task Buffers



Instead of using point C from Figure 31, point B should be used, with the extra cushion of

time placed in the buffer at the end of the project. In the case presented in Figure 32, aggregating

the individual buffers will provide the same amount of overall protection to the project, but will

help avoid procrastination and cope with the consequences of multitasking and the fact that only

delays are passed on.

A buffer at the end of all tasks protects the entire project from delays in individual

tasks, and is called a Project Buffer in Critical Chain lingo. More specifically this buffer is

protecting the Critical Chain, which is the longest set of dependent tasks in the project. The

Critical Chain is similar to the Critical Path outlined in more traditional project management

methods, but differs in that the Critical Chain also takes into account resource conflicts. Buffers

are also used to protect other important chains of tasks. Tasks that aren't on the Critical Chain can

be moved around somewhat without impacting the Critical Chain, and therefore the finish date of

the project, but if these tasks are delayed too much then they will impact the Critical Chain. These

tasks, like all others, can vary in duration; in order to protect the finish date of the project, the

chains of tasks that feed into the Critical Chain also have buffers, called Feeder Buffers.

The following picture shows how a network of tasks is converted from a Critical Path

schedule to a Critical Chain one. The individual buffers are removed from each task on the

Critical Chain and placed in the project buffer at the end of the project. A feeding buffer is created

at the intersection of the feeding chain and the Critical Chain.
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Figure 33 - Aggregate Buffers into Project and Feeder Buffers

If each task varies randomly, then the overall variance for the project should be less than

the variance for each individual task. Therefore, the project and feeder buffers can be decreased.

The process of aggregating buffers and reducing the total protection is one of the key ways in

which Critical Chain enables better schedule performance. In Critical Path, each small task buffer

would be consumed by procrastination; here protection is given, but the shorter allocated task

durations help focus effort on the right activities.
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Figure 34 - Aggregation Theory Justifies Shorter Buffers

Creating buffers for the project not only protects the project from delays, but provides a

useful way to monitor the progress of the project. Because task durations used in the schedule

represent the average task duration, we expect 50% of the tasks will take longer than this time to

complete. These delays will ultimately impact the final task of the chain and eat into either the

feeding or project buffer. The rate of buffer consumption is the best indicator of the overall

progress of the project. We expect that if a project is 25% complete, that 25% of the project buffer

will also have been consumed. Faster consumption indicates the project is likely to finish after

scheduled date, slower consumption indicates the project will finish early. The plot of Critical

Chain completion (measured as % of work complete) vs. buffer consumption as the project moves

along is called a Fever Chart. This chart is the best indicator of a project's progress and indicates

not only the current state of the project, but also how the project has been progressing over time.
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Figure 35 - Example Fever Chart [ProChain Solutions 20081

Figure 35 shows an example of a fever chart for a project that is approximately 20%

complete. The two diagonal lines divide the combinations of buffer consumption and project

completion into three regions. The first region, represented by the area below the orange line,

indicates that the project is ahead of schedule. The second region, defined by the area below the

red line but above the orange line, indicates the project is progressing well but should be

monitored closely for deterioration. Finally, the third region, the area above the red line, indicates

the project is not going well and, if significant changes are not made, will not be completed on

time.

6.1.2 Benefits of Critical Chain

Reduction in project times is the most important benefit that Critical Chain aims to

provide. While project time reductions vary widely for different Critical Chain implementations, a

reasonable target is a reduction of at least 25% [Leach, 2005]. This decrease in project time means

customers are happy, revenue is recognized sooner, and overall manufacturing capacity can be

less for the same number of projects. As Srinivasan, Best and Chandrasekaran have shown in



applying Critical Chain to the overhaul and repair of C-5 airplanes at Warner Robins Air

Logistics Center, the decrease in the project time can lead to a reduction of the number of active

repairs in accordance with Little's Law. For ABB Raffin Electric in the summer of 2008, there

was an average of 2.3 new projects every month and an average manufacturing time of 3.11

months, giving an average of about seven active projects at any given time. A reduction in the

average project time of 25% would reduce the number of active projects to about five. This

reduction is significant especially given the amount of space each project takes up and the size of

ABB's manufacturing facilities. In the past there have been project delays due to a lack of space

for manufacturing.

6.2 Applying Critical Chain to the Overall Production Schedule

With tasks, task durations, and a method for linking tasks and creating buffers, all of the

components are present to create a schedule. ABB Raffin Electric's previous production schedule

used a Critical Path methodology and contains lessons for configuring the new, Critical Chain

schedule.

6.2.1 Previous Production Schedule

The virtues and shortcomings of the previous schedule can be used to inform the

composition of the new production schedule.

Virtues

The previous production schedule was a useful tool for scheduling work and determining

resource loading. The schedule contained all high-level tasks for a project, most of which were

appropriately sized, 1-2% of the total project duration [Leach, 2005]. All projects in production,



as well as all known active projects not yet in production were modeled and visible. All tasks

were assigned resources.

This schedule was used to run the twice-weekly production meeting held with the

production manager and the shop foremen. The foremen would give updates to the schedule by

indicating the percentage of each task that their workers had completed. The schedule was an

effective way to communicate the proper order of tasks and their necessary completion dates.

Shortcomings

While the schedule contained an appropriate level of task detail, the network of tasks

relied on too many constraints. For example, tasks would be given "Must Start On" date

constraints that did not reflect any physical constraint, but allowed the task to start at a convenient

time from a scheduling perspective. The overuse of constraints is a common problem with CPM

schedules [Leach 2005], and Microsoft Project exacerbates the situation. The overuse of

constraints is driven by several different needs. Constraints are often used to deal with resource

conflicts. For example, one resource can only work on one task at a time. In order to enforce this

requirement, tasks that share a resource are often linked together to prevent a situation where both

of them will be scheduled at the same time. Microsoft Project has a feature that will remove any

resource conflicts, but this feature always seemingly adjusts the schedule in unforeseen and

undesirable ways, and is therefore hardly ever used.

Constraints are often used to compensate for improper or inexact modeling. If a task is

poorly defined, its relationship to other tasks may be more complicated than necessary. In the

following example there is a negative lag between each of the steps. This implies only part of the

task needs to be completed before its dependent task starts. This is a problem because the



schedule does not reflect what is really required for a task to start. In the example in Figure 36,

the lags in each task show that once some portion of material has been punched it can go on to

forming immediately, while the rest of the material is being punched.
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Figure 36 - Example of Overuse of Schedule Lags

This behavior is not really desirable from a scheduling perspective or from a shop

perspective. From a scheduling perspective, the relationship between the tasks is not clear,

especially as tasks change. For example, if the forming task duration needed to be increased by

50%, should the lag with the next task be adjusted? From a management perspective lags are

undesirable too because work can flow through the shop in unpredictable ways. Some materials

may be at the end of the process (assembly), while other may be at the beginning (shearing); if the

punch operator finds a problem with an engineering drawing for switchgear cells, sorting out

where all of the material is for the cells will be more difficult, and the subsequent rework greater.

Also, if some parts of the process are faster than others, operators may find they have run out of

materials, leading either to idleness or multitasking. Redefining these tasks so there is a clearer

transition from one task to another simplifies the schedule and clarifies what is actually happening

during execution. There are some instances where the definition of tasks is appropriate and a

negative lag actually describes how work happens. In these situations it is also important to

question whether this is a "good" way to structure the work in the shop or not. Additionally, it is

2

2
2



also worth asking whether the modeling of this behavior needs to include the negative lag or

whether other modeling methods adequately approximate the desired approach. In the case

outlined in Figure 36, it may be appropriate to eliminate the lags or to just group the tasks

together in a single task.

Another case of the overuse of constraints is driven by the desire to control exact start and

finish dates. The basis for this need is a desire to show a schedule that "is set in stone" and will

not shift around unexpectedly. This type of schedule is not easily modified and prevents the

scheduler from getting project feedback during execution. The following example shows an

instance where too many predecessor constraints are used in place of task dependencies. The goal

of the model is to represent how work usually happens, not how work must happen. By modeling

how work usually happens, the scheduler is using the opportunity to allow the inherent flexibility

in task ordering to be used to create an optimal schedule. In the example below if the start date of

one task is altered there is no impact on any other task, even though there is a real physical

constraint (material cannot be formed before it has been punched) and all subsequent tasks should

be shifted. The construction of this schedule requires more manual manipulation of tasks than

should be required and the benefit of using scheduling software is not realized.
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58 2.22.5 Paint cells 0% Paint[2]1

259 222.6 MechAssy. Install cells in building

a 2.22.7 Mech_Assy buswork
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Figure 37 - Example of Overuse of Constraints

Along with the problem of over constraining the task network, another major shortcoming

of the previous production schedule was that it did not enable easy updating. This meant that the

schedule was unable to provide some of the important feedback that is necessary to control each



project. The production schedule had some modeling errors that prevented any updating from

happening (specifically the end date of the project was set to a date that was before the current

date), but more generally, the method of updating a Microsoft Project schedule does not fit well

with how tasks are actually completed. Microsoft Project requires tasks to be updated by

specifying the percentage of the task that has been completed to date. There are several problems

with this approach. Microsoft Project assumes that if 40% of a task has been completed, 60% of

the task remains. What is important is not how much of the task has been completed, but when we

expect the task to end. In status meetings one of the more common occurrences was tasks would

reach 95% completion and then stay at that level for an extremely long time. Usually there was

something that was holding up completion of the task yet there was no way to adequately capture

the fact that the anticipated completion date of the task was in two weeks.

The inability to accurately update task progress and the over constraining of tasks leads to

a schedule that quickly fails to resemble reality. The actual project proceeds in a manner that is

completely different than the schedule details, meaning the schedule cannot provide adequate

feedback during the project. In fact, it is common for people to use scheduling tools only to layout

an initial plan for a project in order to understand key milestones, capacity issues and resource

loading. The plan is then essentially discarded during execution and control of actual tasks

happens in more haphazard ways [Leach 2005].

The final shortcoming for the schedule, and Critical Path schedules in general, is an

inability to handle and account for variability in task durations. CPM assumes that the duration of

each task is a deterministic number. Variability, and especially the amount of variability, is not

used as an input to help create and control the project.



6.2.2 Use of Critical Chain Software

Several software packages implement Critical Chain methodologies and enable easy

schedule creation and analysis. ProChain, a Microsoft Project plug-in, was picked by ABB to

convert the existing production schedule into a schedule that uses Critical Chain.

6.2.3 Building a Single Project Critical Chain Schedule

Now that all of the pieces are in place, task list and durations, scheduling approach and

software, all that needs to be done is to create the network of tasks. The individual tasks that will

be used in the schedule initially consist only of Travelers. If more detail is needed, for example on

the Critical Chain, then individual Labor Activities may also be used. The goal of picking tasks in

this fashion is to provide adequate detail, but not too much. With many concurrent projects, too

many tasks will lead to a schedule that is unwieldy. As Section 5.5.2 detailed, Travelers were

created in such a way that they could be completed without interruption. The use of Travelers as

schedule tasks was one of the biggest drivers of this rule. The following example shows how a

Traveler should be viewed; the Traveler can be assumed to be a summary task of Labor Activities

that are arranged in a waterfall.

ID Task Name Duration '08 Jan 4, '09 Jan 11, '09 Jan 18,
TWT F SS MTW T F S SMT W T F S S M

1 Traveler: Wall and Roof Pane 11.54 days

2 Shear Panels 20.2 hrs Shear

3 Punch Panels 5.1 hrs Punch

4 Bend Panels 19 hrs Bend

5 Weld Panels 20 hrs Fabricate

6 Paint Panels 24 hrs Paint

7 Install Panel Gasketing 4 hrs Assembly

Figure 38 - Traveler vs. Labor Activities

As the previous figure shows, there is a potential issue with just using Travelers instead of

individual Labor Activities; there is no single resource that is being used for the Travelers. Instead

there are several different resources that are being used at different times. One potential approach



to this problem would be to replace the individual Labor Activities with a Traveler that consists of

the same resources with the quantity of each resource being equal to the fraction of the total Labor

Activity time for that resource divided by the total Traveler duration. In addition to being

cumbersome and somewhat more complicated to compute, this solution also obscures how

resources are being used. Instead of having one "Shearing" resource work for 20.2 hours, this

formulation implies that 22% part of a resource works over the duration of the entire Traveler.

This is a problem because adding an additional resource (with the intent of speeding up the

shearing activity) requires changing the total work of the task and changing the fraction of the

"Shearing." Therefore, changing resources after the initial schedule has been created becomes

very difficult.

Another solution to this problem would be to just use groups of Labor Activities that use

the same resource and are linked together in an uninterrupted manner. This would lead to a more

accurate and straightforward view of how resources are being used, but this solution would also

lead to a much longer schedule. There are 206 unique Labor Activities; creating a production

schedule with ten projects would lead to too many tasks. Fortunately, there is another alternative

that does not require the schedule to be broken up into Labor Activities.

In the example in Figure 38, the "Shearing" resource is completely distinct from the

"Bending" resource; however this characterization is not completely accurate. The actual

resources for shearing include the shearing machine, as well as someone to operate the machine

and load and unload raw material and finished parts. Same goes for bending. In the discussion so

far, resources have referred exclusively to human resources and not equipment. This will continue

to be the case as the utilization of each piece of equipment is relatively low; we are not overly

concerned about equipment resources in scheduling. Each piece of equipment usually has one



person who operates that equipment, but this is not a rule. Several people can operate the shear

even though one person is the designated operator. Furthermore, many machine operators are

used for assembly activities. In actuality there is a lot of flexibility among resources and keeping a

rigid distinction between them is not necessary.

A more useful way of envisioning resources, and resource requirements, is that there are a

bunch of machine-shop workers who can do any task. Under certain situations, tracking

individual resources, especially those that become bottlenecks, would be useful. Fortunately, the

functionality of ProChain adds resource hierarchies to the capabilities of Microsoft Project and

can be used to capture the distinction between machine-shop workers and the operator of the

shearing machine. Either individual resources, or their parents, can be assigned to a task.

ProChain will automatically assign the load of a child onto the parent. At ABB there are two

parent resources, machine-shop workers and wiring-shop workers.

The resolution of resource assignments confirms the decision to use Travelers. If, in a

particular project, or for a particular situation on the manufacturing floor, there arises need for

more detail because of resource bottlenecks then the Travelers may be decomposed into

individual Labor Activities. Taking the list of Travelers that were created from the estimation tool

yields the schedule tasks in Table 7. In addition to the tasks, resources have been assigned. Where

multiple resources exist for a Traveler, the parent resource is used.



ID# Name WBS - Block Code Resource
WP001 Skid Structural Base Welding
WP002 Fence/Railing Structural Base Welding
WP003 Steps Structural Base Machine-Shop
WP004 Building Base/Insulation Building Welding
WP005 Base and Top Z's Building Machine-Shop
WP006 Corner Panels Building Machine-Shop
WP007 Wall and Roof Panels Building Machine-Shop
WP008 Trusses Building Machine-Shop
WP009 Wall and Roof Liners Building Machine-Shop
WPO10 Finishing Pieces Building Machine-Shop
WP011 Building Door Building Machine-Shop
WP012 Building Erection Building Machine-Shop
WP013 Outdoor Enclosure Outdoor Enclosure Machine-Shop
WP014 Enclosure Door Outdoor Enclosure Machine-Shop
WP015 Building Distribution Building Distribution Electricians
WP016 Building Services Building Services Electricians
WP017 Fire Alarm Building Services Electricians
WP018 UPS System Building Services Electricians
WP019 DC System Building Services Electricians
WP020 Fabricate Circuit Breaker Extension Cells Primary Side Isolation Welding
WP021 High Voltage Equipment Primary Side Isolation Electricians
WP022 Install Transformer Power Transformer Welding
WP023 Power Cabling Power Cabling Electricians
WP024 Control Cabling Control Cabling Electricians
WP025 Weld-On Parts Switchgear Machine-Shop
WP026 Bolt-On Parts Switchgear Machine-Shop
WP027 Busbar Switchgear Machine-Shop
WP028 Install Power Components Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP029 Mechanical Assembly Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP030 Switchgear Distribution/Services Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP031 Install Control Components Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP032 Switchgear Wiring Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP033 Assemble Doors Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP034 Interconnections Switchgear Wire-Shop
WP035 Enclosure Control Panel Machine-Shop
WP036 Install Control Components Control Panel Wire-Shop
WP037 Control Panel Services Control Panel Wire-Shop
WP038 Control Panel Wiring Control Panel Wire-Shop
WP039 Fabricate NGR Stand Grounding Welding
WP040 NGR Installation Grounding Electricians
WP041 System Grounding Grounding Electricians
WP042 Bonding Grounding Electricians
WP043 Equipment Equipment Electricians

Table 7 - List of Travelers



The final part of creating the schedule is adding the constraints between tasks.

6.2.4 Multi-Project Production Schedule

Once a project has been scheduled, it is placed in the master schedule along with all other

projects. ProChain can handle multiple projects in a file and distinguishes projects by identifying

each task that has no successor tasks. Because each project should be scheduled from its

completion date, there are no inter-project dependencies, and therefore the last task of one project

should never be a predecessor to a task in another project. Obviously there will be resource

conflicts between projects, but as was stated earlier, task constraints should never be used to deal

with resource conflicts. ProChain will deal with resource conflicts automatically.

6.2.5 Scheduling Process

See Section 11 for more detail on how the scheduling process should proceed.

7 Shop Schedule

The final part of the project takes the high-level schedule, which was created in the

previous section, and translates that into individual work assignments. To do so a visual

production board was created that distributes work to the shop floor. In addition to distributing

work, the production board can also be used to gather feedback on the status of each project.

Furthermore, the production board supports many of the central goals to Critical Chain Project

Management.

7.1 Need for Scheduling Device

The purpose of the production schedule is to direct activities in the shop at a high-level.

There is still a need to direct the day-to-day activities of each worker. Previously, the method for



directing work on the shop floor was to have the three foremen (machine-shop, wire-shop, and

electrician) assign tasks based on what they believed to be the highest priority items. While the

production meetings that were held twice a week helped set priorities, this method was not very

effective at ensuring work moved quickly through the shop. The foremen were very conscious of

keeping their workers occupied with work (labor absorption was one of the key shop metrics),

which resulted in a lot of work being released, accompanied by a lot of multitasking. Multitasking

was further exacerbated by lack of materials or drawings from engineering. There was a vicious

cycle that developed where the foremen were under pressure to maintain high absorption, leading

to them releasing a lot work on the floor, which led to part or drawing shortages (because the

work wasn't ready to start), leading to fire fighting, which led to more work being released to

keep workers busy who would otherwise have been stuck waiting for parts and drawings. One of

the main frustrations of the foremen was the feeling that they were always running around and

that it was other departments (engineering and purchasing primarily) that were causing all of the

problems.

In order to break this vicious cycle the production manager and general manager wanted to

make the foremen more proactive in dealing with some of the these issues. For example, having

the foremen check inventory several days before work was going to start gave purchasing the

opportunity to order missing parts. The visual queue board was meant to help the foremen be

more proactive, but also gives them better information to begin with and provides an easy and

straightforward way to see progress.



7.2 Queue Board Design

The design of the queue board was based upon a similar production board that was

completed for an ABB facility in Italy. One of the members of the team implementing this board

was Laura Kennedy, General Manager at ABB Raffin.

Figure 39 - Example Visual Queue Board

The queue board uses a system of cards (in this case Travelers) to indicate how work

flows through the shop. While the cards look like kanban cards, the system works to push work

through the shop instead of pull. When one task is completed, it moves to the next location

indicating work in that location can start. The different columns on the board represent the

different resources/activities in the shop. Because the wiring shop and the machine shop are



physically separated, one board was created for each shop. This also aligns with the distribution

of work into Travelers. There are not any Travelers that contain work that bridge both shops.

Figure 40 - Machine Shop Queue Board Layout
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Figure 41 - Wiring Shop and Electricians Queue Board Layout

7.3 Moving Work Through the Shop

The Production Manager and/or scheduler introduce work into the shop through the

Travelers. Travelers contain a cover sheet, bill of materials for that Traveler, engineering

drawings, and finally a duplicate cover sheet. The duplicate cover sheet is separated from the

Traveler during execution and lives on the Production board while the Traveler moves through

the shop (Figure 42). The goal is to have full Travelers (and at least Traveler cover sheets) on the

production board three weeks before work is scheduled to start. This gives the foremen enough

time to ensure equipment is ready and materials are present prior to work starting.



When a worker needs a new assignment, he goes to the

board, pulls the first (top) Traveler and completes the work Stay on
Production Board

outlined on the Traveler. The Traveler cover sheet details what

Engineering Design Packages (drawings) accompany the

Traveler, the Labor Activities and their anticipated durations DWGS

(from the estimate), and any additional instructions (see Figure
Cover

43). Furthermore, there are a series of checkboxes that are used Sheet

by the Foremen and the Production Manager to indicate whether

or not work is ready to start (materials and drawings present) Travel with
Material

and if the Traveler is critical (that is, on the Critical Chain). It is Figure 42 - Traveler Packet

the job of the foremen to ensure that by the time the Traveler

gets to the top of the production board it is ready to initiate work.

When a Labor Activity has been completed, the worker moves the finished material to the

next resource, moves the duplicate cover sheet to the next appropriate resource on the production

board and takes a new Traveler. The progression of work through the shop will be mirrored by the

progression of the duplicate cover sheet on the production board.

The Labor Activity Code is used on the worker's time sheet and entered into SAP. This

enables tracking of actual time against the estimate.



Engineering Drawings:

Design Package
DP07 I

Labor:

Activity Code Activity Description Expected Duration
L0023 Cut Building Base Channel 6 hours
L0024 Fit Building Base Channel 4 hours
L0025 Cut Building Base Plate 7.5 hours
L0026 Fit Building Base Plate 3 hours
L0027 Weld Building Base 5 hours
L0028 Shear Building Base Liner Plate 3 hours
L0029 Install Building Base Batting Insulation 3.5 hours
L0030 Weld Building Base Liner Plate 4.5 hours
L0168 Weld Building Base to Skid 12 hours

Additional Instructions:

On: Checked: Approved:

Figure 43 - Traveler Cover Sheet

84

Traveler: Building Base/Insulation

Job Number: R03965

Traveler Number: WP004

Critical

01
Materials

Drawings0 a

Issued By:



8 Results

Section 3.3 identified over $7 million CAD in cost slippage due to problems in estimating

and controlling projects. With the implementation of the estimation tool, production schedule, and

visual production board, an estimated $5.8 million CAD could be saved each year.



Potential
sippages impact Ways of Addressing Slippage reduction of costSlippg . slippage

Estimation $746,999

Automatically Update Manufacturing Labor
durations through regression analysis 50% $186,750
Receive automatic updates on NECA labor
durations, material prices 20% $74,700

Statistics $373,500 Automatically capture past purchasing
historical data information 5% $18,675

Ability to separately process and track
change orders 25% $93,375

TOTAL 100% $373,500
Formalize the creation of assemblies, labor
and materials 30% $22,410

Standard Formalize the transfer of information from
methodology estimation to engineering to production 30% $22,410

Enable easier quoting by creating block
configurators 30% $22,410

TOTAL 90% $67,230
Standard breakdown of products 50% $93,375

Completeness $186,750 Creation of common, reusable assemblies 30% $56,025

Create unlimited hierarchy of assemblies 5% $9,337

TOTAL 85% $158,737
Track cost trends for labor and materials 20% $14,940

Estimating for $74,700 Interface for creating new assemblies, labor
future activities and materials 60% $44,820

TOTAL 80% $59,760
Estimation to cover escalation costs 45% $16,807

Commercial $37,350 Marketing to cover escalation in proposal 45% $16,807
Conditions TOTAL 90% $33,615

Incomplete
$2,240,996Planning

Feed standard activities to SAP to createResource $448,199 set of shop work packages (Travelers) 70% $313,739
constraint TOTAL 70% $313,739

Create initial BOM 10% $89,640

Material constraint $896,398 Engineering to breakdown BOM according
to shop work packages (Travelers) 70% $627,479

TOTAL 80% $717,119
Link engineering work packages to shop
work packages (Travelers) 30% $268,920

Engineering to create electrical drawings 50% $448,199Information $896,398



constraint

Efficiency $2,240,996

Link to SAP 10% $44,820
ProcessPcss $448,199constraints Automatically create FCM 5% $22,410

Interface for PM to create change orders 5% $22,410

TOTAL 20% $89,640
Formalize the transfer of information from
estimation to engineering to production 30% $134,460

Information flow /
Coord. across $448,199 Travelers enable material priorities to be

functions communicated from shop to purchasing 25% $112,050

Key performance indicators report 10% $44,820

TOTAL 65% $291,329
Customizable configurator 15% $100,845

Design standards Resource focused on standards creation
and optimization and design optimization 60% $403,379

TOTAL 75% $504,224
Standard Travelers used to create
implementation schedule 30% $201,690

Production $672,299 Resource focused on standards creation
standards and design optimization 45% $302,534

TOTAL 75% $504,224

TbTOTAL Potential Benefit8 e A a

$7,469,987 $5,819,120
Table 8 -Expected Annual Savings

I I
TOTAL 80% $717.119



8.1 Expected Savings

The expected savings assume complete implementation, not just in the manufacturing

part of the business, but in the contracting portion as well. Additionally, the expected benefits

assume that sufficient historical data has been collected to improve the accuracy of job estimates.

Therefore, the expected savings should be viewed as the upper limit on the value of the changes

outlined previously. This analysis does suggest however that the project addressed many of the

key problems.

8.1.1 Estimation Improvements

The implementation of the estimation tool should save most (93%) of the slippage due to

poor estimates. This aspect of overall cost slippage is due to incomplete or inaccurate estimates

of project labor and material cost. Because the tool standardizes projects, provides accurate

historical information for all project activities, accounts for material and labor escalation costs,

and allows for the complete transfer of information to execution, there is nothing that prevents

estimates from reflecting reality other than chance or bad information. Essentially, the tool is

able to better convert customer specifications and desires into a breakdown of material and labor

costs. Inaccuracy and incompleteness will be driven away through the continual use of feedback

of completed projects.

8.1.2 Planning Improvements

Elimination of incomplete planning is accomplished through the timely flow of

information to appropriate parties. Process changes allow more than three quarters (78%) of

costs slippage due to the inability to plan future work to be recovered. With estimates reflecting



reality, the information necessary to implement projects is now available. Material and labor

costs from project estimates can be translated to the ordering materials and dispatching labor

through bills of materials, schedules and engineering work orders. There is nothing that prevents

those implementing a project from getting the timely they need.

8.1.3 Efficiency

Improvements in efficiency are mostly attributed to standardizing process steps and

enabling better information flow. The implementation of these processes account for more than

half (62%) of the total slippage in this category as duplicate efforts are eliminated. To realize all,

or most, of the potential improvements, ABB Raffin Electric needs to extend standardization to

engineering designs.

8.1.4 Supervision

Creating better visibility into the progress of projects during execution is essential for

ensuring those projects complete on time. Creating standard work packages and linking them to

the overall production schedule should result in 89% of the cost slippage due to inadequate

supervision being recovered. This is probably an unrealistic result because having the right

information does not guarantee it can be appropriately acted upon, but the ability to quickly

identify problems before they arise should enable the avoidance of many of those problems.

8.2 Estimation

Results from the newly created estimation tool were compared against several projects

that had already been completed. Because the tool relies on feedback from completed projects,

initial estimates are based on informed guesses and limited data for each of the individual Labor

Activities. Previous data does not exist at the same level of detail as the estimation tool can



generate so the results show the labor durations for completing all activities associated with

fabricating and erecting a building. Nine previous jobs were run through the estimation tool with

a variety of building sizes and geometries.

Building Length (ft) 47.8 14.8 30.8 16.4 11.8 37.4 24 32.1 16.4

Building Width (ft) 14.8 13.1 17.4 14.4 10.2 14.8 11.8 17.4 14.4

Building Height(ft) 11.9 10.5 11 10.8 10.5 11.8 13.5 12 10.8

Roof Rise (ft) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Number of doors 2 2 2.5 2 1 2 2 2.5 2

Number of canopies 2 0 2.5 0 0 2 2 2.5 0

Wall Insulation? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Roof Insulation? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fire Walls Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

Vapor Barrier Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ice Rakes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Partitions 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Number of Pans 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Table 9 - Estimation Inputs

The difference between the estimated hours and the actual hours spent for each building

was determined for the new estimation tool as well as the original estimates that were done by

members in the estimation department. These results are shown in the following figure.
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Figure 44 - Estimation Results - Building

On average, the previous method of estimation was likely to be less than the actual

number of hours by 22%, with a standard deviation of 23%. The estimation tool on the other

hand was likely to overestimate the actual hours. The average difference was 9% with a standard

deviation of 12%.

8.3 Schedule Template

The following schedule shows the Critical Path network diagram and resource usage for a

project that would contain all possible Travelers.

--------- -
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This is not a very workable schedule because most tasks either start immediately, or

immediately after the Skid is done (Task 1). It is not possible for the machine shop to start

thirteen tasks at once. This is usually where additional task constraints would be used (by

Microsoft Project) to handle resource conflicts, enabling a more realistic schedule. However, this

would also take away the flexibility that is needed in order to create a better network of tasks.

Instead of adding task constraints, we will run this schedule through ProChain, which will handle

resource conflicts. The following shows the Critical Chain implementation of the standard

schedule.
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This schedule shows a better distribution of tasks and ProChain has inserted the project

and feeder buffers. The end date of the project has been pushed out as resource balancing has

taken place. Because several projects are usually being worked on at all times, there would be

resource leveling across projects as well as within projects. For this schedule the Critical Chain

includes most of the tasks associated with making switchgear followed by the electricians'

activities in the building. This makes sense and generally aligns with how work was previously

done.

8.4 Current Projects

With the schedule template complete, the actual CPM production schedule was modified

to mirror the schedule template for the two current projects underway in the shop. Tasks

constraints were changed to better reflect actual, physical constraints instead of resource

conflicts, and constraints were added to indicate when the projects should be complete. The

following figure shows the "Fever Chart" for the first of the projects. In the example below the

first point shows the beginning of the project where no progress has been made. The second

point shows that more than 10% of the tasks (or total task duration) on the Critical Chain had

been completed while no buffer was consumed. Subsequent points show that no additional

progress was made on the Critical Chain causing those tasks to be pushed into the project buffer.
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Figure 47 - Fever Chart for Project 1

The following is a Fever Chart for Project 2:
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Figure 48 - Fever Chart for Project 2
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Both projects were running into problems. In each of the projects work was happening,

but most of it had been on tasks off of the Critical Chain. When I showed the results to the

Production Manager he was surprised that already things looked bad. He had just talked with the

wiring shop foreman, who, when asked about the progress of work on these two projects, had

responded that he felt things were going very well and they would be able to meet the project end

date without any problems. The Fever Charts showed very clearly however that the project was

already in great danger of significant slippage. The tasks on the Critical Chain were identified

and given to the Production Manager. Subsequent to this status date, work was more focused on

the critical tasks.

Several months later both projects looked to be in better shape.
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Figure 49 - Fever Chart for Project 1 - Several Months Later
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Figure 50 - Fever Chart for Project 2 - Several Months Later

As of this later status date, steadier progress has been made, despite a layoff, which

severely reduced the number of manufacturing resources. From this point in time however

completing the project on time appears unlikely.

9 Conclusion

The ability of ABB Raffin Electric to complete projects on time is not the sole

responsibility of the manufacturing department but driven by all parts of the organization. This

project was ostensibly about putting a schedule together, but that task became more complicated

when the need for a more holistic approach was realized. The scope needed to be expanded to

include work that begins before customers even sign a purchase order.
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9.1 Continuity Across Functions

Making information useful across all of the different functions turned out to be one of the

biggest challenges, yet was absolutely critical to ensure success. For example, the Travelers were

created from the perspective of the schedule and of what made sense in the shop. Estimation

could then design its tool using these definitions, but there still had to be buy in from engineering

for the whole thing to work. One of the benefits to requiring continuity across functions was that

it helped bring different departments together, both in implementing changes, and created a basis

for future collaboration. Also, changes from one department can now reinforce those in another.

The discussion over changing Traveler content has forced engineering to re-evaluate their

drawing formats and assembly breakdown, which should help their future designs.

9.2 Scheduling

There are different considerations for creating a one-off schedule and creating a standard

schedule template that can be used for many projects and many different kinds of projects. For

this reason most of the challenge in creating the schedule was defining what each task would be

used for each and every current and future schedule. When we decided that only the Travelers

would be used for tasks, coming up with the scope of work for each Traveler became the most

challenging aspect of creating the schedule.

The most important goal of any schedule is that it both reflects reality and informs people

where problems lie. This does not mean more detail is needed in a schedule, in fact it often

means less. While it is possible to create a very detailed schedule, detail should not be confused

for accuracy. The purpose of the schedule is to understand when work should start, and give

feedback to managers that allow them to change course in a positive way. Often this means being



less concerned with what someone does tomorrow and more concerned with what is going to

happen in three months.

One of the big differences in creating a network plan in CPM vs Critical Chain is the use

of task predecessors. In CPM the main focus is on determining what makes a task start. The

focus in Critical Chain is on when does a task need to end. One of the ways in which this

becomes very obvious is that in a CPM schedule virtually every single task has a predecessor. If

it didn't, the task would be scheduled for today. In Critical Chain however, many tasks (17 out of

44 for our default schedule) do not have predecessors. They can start whenever, but it is their

finish that we care about. By focusing on tasks completion we are revealing the true

requirements for when a tasks starts. Also, by reducing the number of predecessors, and

therefore task constraints, the schedule becomes much more flexible and tasks can be moved

around as needed in order to optimize the schedule.

This flexibility is also important because as the project is executed, there are many

different deviations to an "ideal" or typical schedule. This is one of the biggest reasons why there

is so much frustration with Gantt charts in general and Microsoft Project in particular. As the

project progresses, many of the task constraints are broken because they are not real constraints.

As this happens it is very difficult to have the schedule mirror reality. This seems to be one of the

reasons that the "milestone" approach is so popular; the schedule is simplified to the point of

where all of these changes become invisible. By having fewer constraints, the schedule is able to

adapt more easily to the multitasking that we are trying to avoid, but that is often inevitable.

9.3 The Use of Software

Eli Goldratt wrote The Goal in order to show how the Theory of Constraints,

implemented with his company's finite capacity scheduling software, would help production
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managers reduce inventory and increase through-put. This book was the result of Dr. Goldratt's

frustration that more people weren't buying the software, but when plants that were exposed only

to the book started showing dramatic improvements he realized it wasn't the software that was

important.

"It took me some time to figure it out, but at last I couldn't escape the simple explanation:

the efforts to install the software distracted the plant people from concentrating on the

required changes-the changes in fundamental concepts, measurements and

procedures." - Eliyahu Goldratt [Goldratt, 1996]

Scheduling software can help focus attention on problems and provide insights into the

status of projects, but it cannot make work happen faster. All of the other procedures that

surround the schedule are just as important if not more so.
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10 Future Work

The integration of the different steps from project bidding through delivery required help

and collaboration from most parts of the ABB Raffin Electric organization. Looking ahead, the

ties between different steps, especially when those steps belong to different departments, need to

be sustained and strengthened or they will atrophy and disappear. One way to strengthen the link

between different parts of the process is to integrate them with SAP (ABB's worldwide

enterprise resources planning system). The estimation tool, schedule template, and mechanism

for the feedback of information were all designed with the goal of final SAP implementation.

Integration with SAP will not only force process compliance, but will make everyone's job

easier as the flow of information will be automatic, eliminating the need to translation

information from one department or system to another. While the process of estimating and

delivery projects needs to be standardized and enforced, it also needs to be easy. Integration with

SAP allows all of these goals to be met.

Improvements to estimation, scheduling and project control have the potential to save

about $5.8 million out of a total of $7.5 million in cost slippage (Table 8). One of the causes of

slippage that was not addressed directly is standardization or commonality in product design and

the modularization of their product families. The estimation tool provides a way of defining

standards for the purpose of cost and labor estimates, and future work should focus on the

engineering standards that need to accompany these estimates. Much of the engineering work for

a given project is duplicated, wholly or partially, from other projects; creating standards would

not only lead to reduced work, but less opportunities for engineering and manufacturing rework.

Another focus of future work should be materials procurement and inventory

management. These areas are crucial to the on-time delivery of projects and could more closely
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be integrated with the production scheduling system. One goal in creating the Critical Chain

schedule was to give the shop foremen and production manager timely information so that they

could communicate their needs to others in the organization. Further developments would give

those in procurement and inventory management the ability to see when materials were needed

so that direct input from manufacturing is not necessary.
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11 Appendix A - Scheduling Process

In order to support the initial schedule a process was created to handle the scheduling

function at ABB Raffin Electric moving forward.

11.1 Roles and responsibilities

Scheduler

The scheduler is responsible for creating, maintaining and updating the production

schedule. These responsibilities include:

* Gathering data from the shop floor on the status of individual tasks

* Modifying and updating the schedule based on shop progress

* Providing information and reports to the Production Manager on the status of projects,

tasks, resources.

* Incorporating changes to the schedule based on feedback from the Production Manager.

* Provide input to the Production Manager on the impact of different policies or

arrangement of activities and resources on the schedule.

* Provide advice as to the best course of action.

Production Manager

The Production Manager is responsible for managing all shop activities and is

accountable for the progress of all work through the shop. The Production manager also informs

senior management of the status of projects in the shop. Specific responsibilities include:

* Release work to the shop floor.

* Manage Visual Queue Board
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* Reviews schedule progress with Scheduler regularly.

* Reviews schedule progress with Foremen regularly.

* Reviews schedule progress with other functional heads regularly.

* Reviews schedule progress with project managers regularly.

* Provides senior management a list of all projects and their schedule performance.

Foremen

The Foremen are responsible for the direct labor under their domain. They are also

responsible for executing the tasks assigned to their workers by the production schedule. Specific

responsibilities include:

* Ensuring work assigned to them can start when planned. This requires verification of the

information and determination of material and resource availability.

* Provide feedback to Production Manager/Engineering when resources or materials aren't

present.

* Monitoring progress of work on the floor.

* Provide quality control of work done to avoid rework downstream

* Ensuring feedback of information after work has been completed.

o Changes to drawings

o Changes to estimated duration/ task lists

Project Manager

The Project Manager is responsible for all project costs and timelines. The PM should

monitor clear obstacles the prevent budget cost and estimated delivery from being met.
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11.2 Requirements and goals of the Master Production Schedule

The schedule is the main source of allocating shop resources and organizing

manufacturing tasks. Therefore, the requirements of the schedule should make these activities as

easy as possible.

11.2.1 Schedule Creation

* Where possible, the creation of a new project should follow existing standards. This

means projects of a certain type should have the same basic schedule layout.

* The schedule should mirror how work will be done instead of how work should be done.

* The schedule for each project will start at the point of all direct inputs. In this case, direct

inputs include drawings from engineering, requested start of manufacturing by Project

Managers and material availability.

* The required ship date is used to determine when the project should be completed.

Therefore the end date and the resource loading will determine the start date of the

project.

* Tasks should be created that can be completed with out gaps. This means that once a task

can be started, it can also be completed with out requiring additional inputs.

* Where possible, one resource should not be assigned to more than one task. This implies

no planned multitasking.

* Often, resource conflicts are avoided by adding constraints or links between tasks. This

should be avoided because it may overly constrain a project. Instead, the schedule should

help deal with these resource conflicts.
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11.2.2 Updating

* In order for the schedule to provide valuable feedback to management it must be updated

regularly.

* All active tasks should be identified via the production queue board.

* The completed tasks should be determined in two ways:

o Examining the documentation for completed work packages (finished travelers)

o Identifying active tasks and inferring the completion of parent tasks.

* The foremen should estimate the expected (remaining) duration for all active tasks.

11.2.3 Reporting

* The main report generated from the schedule is the progress of each job (project) in the

Production Schedule. This report details the progress of the job against the expected

progress and takes the form of a "fever chart," shown below. Also, a list of the project

and feeder buffers and their consumption should be provided.
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* In addition to the reports on each project, the data generated should be filtered and sorted

to provide specific feedback to individual departments.

o Feeder buffers for engineering inputs - to engineering

o Feeder buffers for material inputs - to procurement

11.3Schedule Creation Process

The following details how a project is created in the master schedule and how the schedule is

manipulated.

Once an estimate has been created by the estimation department, an output of all shop

activities and their nominal duration will be created. This list will used to create each task in the

project. Common projects will have a template, which outlines the probable tasks and their

relation to each other. With the template, and the output of task durations from estimation, a

complete project should be generated. Once the new project has been created, it is placed in the

production schedule in the approximate location of execution. Pro Chain is then used to create

the feeder and project buffers.

11.4 Updating Schedule

11.4.1 Updating Tasks

Updating the schedule requires specifying the expected duration of all remaining tasks.

The Update Tasks button = in Pro Chain is used to input expected duration and does not

interface with Microsoft Project's way of updating tasks (which can cause some unexpected

behavior in the schedule). The Update Tasks menu first prompts for the status date be set, which

can be different than the current date if the status information is old. The Task Update List shows
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all incomplete tasks within the next four weeks (a changeable item). The tasks that require

updating allow the remaining, estimated duration to be specified. This duration may be longer

than the initial estimate for task duration.

Once tasks have been updated, buffers are updated automatically from the Update Tasks

item.

11.4.2 Status Reports

Once the schedule has been updated, reports can be created that detail the overall

progress. These reports have different audiences and should be used to help correct expected

delays. For each active project, a status report should be generated that shows the project buffer

consumption (fever chart). The project buffer for each project is selected followed by the Fever

Chart button gi.

For areas that require more detail, the Buffer Report feature should be used N. This

feature shows all of the feeder buffers and their consumption. This information should be used to

prioritize efforts in getting the schedule back on track and as feedback for other departments.

The Resource Report 2 and Resource Graph J features detail utilization of resources

and their impact on the schedule. These features should be used to give input to the shop

managers in managing shop resources.
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